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Patang revolutionizes the digital transformation journey for Freight

Forwarders by offering innovative digital platforms that streamline 

and accelerate progress in short, manageable cycles.

The Solution

Patangs Freight Forwarding platform is designed to streamline the operations 

and management of Freight Forwarders by providing their customers with

a self-service portal to track shipments, view invoices, upload shipping

documents and many more.

2.5K+
Active Users

200K+
Bookings
Managed

The Challenge

Freight Forwarding customers often have to manage and track a large number

of bookings simultaneously, which can be a complex and time-consuming task.

Without proper visibility, it can be difficult for customers to know when

a shipment is expected to arrive, leading to uncertainty and manual tracking processes.

It is also difficult to manage and track large number of invoices and financials

which can lead to confusion and potential errors, making it difficult to reconcile accounts. 

Without a system in place for Shipping documents it is difficult to manage and access

all documents in a centralized and organized manner.

The process of creating and submitting shipping instructions can be

time-consuming and confusing. Without a streamlined system, it is often difficult

to ensure that all necessary information is included and submitted in a timely manner. 

Our Success so far
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Benefits for Your Customers

Statements
of accounts

Document
management

Get your statements of account 

summary on single screen to 

check  your Outstanding and 

Overdue  amount to manage

your finance. Easy dashboard

and filters allow to view all your 

Unpaid & Partially paid, with an 

option to download the invoices

Hassle-free management of 

all your shipping documents 

at a single place with an 

option to download.

Shipping
Instructions
A simplified Shipping

Instruction form to create

a new Shipping Instruction

for a specific booking. Select

the respective row & click add

SI button, you will get a form 

prefilled with booking data,

fill in the respective details.

Booking Summary

Shipment Tracking

Invoices 

View all your current and 

past bookings with complete 

information on single screen. 

Easy navigation and filter help 

access sorting of your booking

Now get real-time shipment 

tracking whenever you need it. 

Search by container, HBL no.

or by booking no. Also, receive 

automated shipment

milestones alerts

Get list of invoices on single 

screen. Easy dashboard and 

filters allow to view all invoices 

with an option to download.
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Digitize operations

Elimination of
Manual Processes 

Operational
Efficiency Amplified 

Seamless ERP
Integration through API

Real-time shipment
tracking updates 

Quick Scalability

Flexibility and
Cost-Effectiveness

Benefits for Freight Forwarders

Features
Whatsapp
Notification & Chatbot

Mobile App

Never miss a shipment update again with 

our WhatsApp integration. Stay informed 

with real-time alerts & engage in 

two-way communication with our chat-

bot for tracking, invoices & many more.

Convenience is key and with our mobile 

app, available on Android and iOS, you 

can access everything you need related 

to your shipment on the go. 

For Marketing inquiry, email us at sales@patang.io


